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Conduct multidimensional analytics on previously unthinkable amounts of data on 
MicroStrategy and get insights faster than ever before. Kyvos eliminates in-memory 
limitations, helping you analyze all your data on MicroStrategy, irrespective of size and 
complexity.

Scale your MicroStrategy platform to deal with the growing analytical needs of your 
business and that too at a fraction of your costs.  
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Our next-gen technology can consolidate extremely large datasets into a single Kyvos 
cube versus multiple cubes in MicroStrategy, helping you get a consolidated view of all 
enterprise data. 

Kyvos + MicroStrategy 
Kyvos builds smart aggregates on billions of data points to meet the growing BI needs of 
your enterprise. Analyze years of data, scale for thousands of users, or add as many 
dimensions and measures as you need in the reports without any impact on performance. 

Leverage the power of your data

100x
�   Live Access

�   Zero Latency

�   Cost-Effective BI 

Achieve

50x
Faster

Performance

Analyze 

More
Data 
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The combined power of MicroStrategy's powerful visualization and Kyvosʼ expertise in 
handling massive data will help you scale your analytics to transform your business.

Benefits

Accelerate Time-to-Insight 

Eliminate performance challenges associated with analyzing billion-scale 
datasets and get sub-second responses for both warm and cold queries.

Democratize BI on the Cloud

Standardize and centralize data logic in one place. Create a unified view of 
enterprise metrics and let your users interact with data using any tool they like.  

Eliminate Analytical Complexity

Build optimized data models in minutes with our intuitive, code-free designer and 
eliminate time-consuming data engineering efforts.  

No Resource Overload  

Without any in-memory limitations, Kyvos supports elastic deployments that help 
you optimize resource utilization.  

Fine-Grained Access Control 

Ensure that users see data as per their authorization with our multi-layer security 
model, including row and column-level access control.
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Our cloud-native OLAP technology leverages the computing power of your data platform 
to pre-aggregate billions of data points across multiple dimensions and build highly 
scalable OLAP models that deliver exceptionally high performance. ML-powered Smart 
Recommendation Engine™ brings the intelligence needed to build optimized models on 
complex business data. As all the combinations are processed in advance, you get instant 
responses to queries across hundreds of dimensions and measures.

• Powerful OLAP engine designed for the cloud 

• Smart Aggregates based on data and query patterns

• Incremental builds with zero downtimes

• Easily scale up and down without disruption

Platform Capabilities  
Smart OLAPTM on MicroStrategy

Define all your metadata and business logic in our cloud semantic layer and standardize 
key enterprise metrics across the board. Kyvos helps you create a consistent view of your 
enterprise data for users, irrespective of its complexity or scale. The Kyvos Smart Semantic 
Layer™ not only creates a unified data view but also delivers exceptionally high 
performance, making it easy for users to consume enterprise data. 

• Advanced data modeling features 

• Easy to represent complex business logic

• Visual, no-code data modeler

• Consistently high performance

Smart Semantic Layer™

Kyvos can handle complex data schemas at scale, bridging the gap between data 
platforms and MicroStrategy users while delivering exceptionally high performance.
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Enterprise Architecture 

Kyvos also provides a named connector for MicroStrategy. Using this custom connector, 
MicroStrategy users can easily connect to their data in just a few clicks.

VISUALIZATION LAYER

ACCESS MECHANISMS

DATA PLATFORMS

KYVOS CONNECTOR SQL MDX REST/JAVA APIs

KYVOS BI ACCELERATION LAYER



Native visualization layer with an intuitive drag-and-drop interface for self-service analytics. 

Extensive library of charts including bar, line, GIS, heat map, treemap, and other advanced visualizations.

Built-in support for cohort analysis on massive datasets.

Auto-visualization feature automatically chooses correct visualization based on type of data being loaded.

Ability to create custom visualizations using  D3.js. 

Support for export and sharing of worksheets and dashboards for enterprise-wide collaboration.
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Automated wizard and template-based deployment on cloud.

Built-in validation framework for sanity check on deployment.

Scheduled autoscaling on cloud for resource optimization.

No data movement or additional infrastructure needed for storing cubes.

Automatic health monitoring/management of Kyvos components.

Consolidated dashboard to monitor resource consumption.

Kyvos Visualization
Tool

Powerful Cube 
Design

Intuitive drag and drop UI for data modeling & cube designing.

ML-powered Smart Recommendation Engine™ to build intelligent aggregates automatically.

Support for recursive, unbalanced, ragged, and alternate hierarchies, as well as custom rollups.

Accurate distinct count on billions of transactions. Provision for many-to-many  relationships.

Scheduled and automated incremental builds. Sliding window for automated  data truncation during builds.

Cube design modifications without the need to rebuild.

Data Platforms Native support for all cloud platforms including AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform.

Support for Cloud Data Warehouses such as Snowflake, Redshift, BigQuery, Teradata, Oracle RDS, 
Databricks' Delta Lake and Hive

Support for the latest releases of Cloudera.

BI and Data Science
Tools

Technical Specifications 

Enterprise Security
Framework 

Scale-out querying  to support multiple groups and users.

Intelligent multi-level caching based on query patterns/usage.

Segmentation feature enables dedicated query engines for mission critical functions.

Querying and drill through on raw data using Presto & Hive.

Optimized 
Performance
at Massive Scale

SOC2 Compliant.

Row and column level security, role-based access control, and personal access token-based authentication.

AD integration with support for multiple LDAP accounts.

TLS encryption with mutual authentication for all internal communication. 

SSO through providers such as Okta, SiteMinder using OIDC (OAuth 2.0 protocol).

Integration with enterprise security protocols like Knox, Ranger, Sentry, and Kerberos, as well as custom APIs. 

Azure Key Vault (with AES encryption) and AWS Secrets Manager support for storing sensitive information.

Easy to Deploy
and Manage

Support for all BI tools such as Tableau, MicroStrategy, SSRS, Excel, XLcubed, Looker, and Power BI, and 
data science engines like R and Python

Open API and Library Connectivity using DAX, SQL, or MDX, JAVA and REST APIs, or existing libraries like 
OLAP4j or Python’s OLAP.XMLA.

Plugin for Excel with advanced visualization capabilities.

Custom connectors for Tableau and MicroStrategy.
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About KyvosAbout Kyvos
Kyvos helps enterprises build a data-driven culture through BI acceleration and a cloud 
semantic layer. The company's Smart OLAP™ technology delivers sub-second response times for 
billion-scale datasets on any BI or data science tool. With Kyvos, enterprises can democratize 
data access cost-effectively, while enabling easy governance and a consistent view.

To learn more, request a demo now.https://www.kyvosinsights.com/request-demo/

https://twitter.com/kyvosinsights

KYVOS CLOUD
BI Acceleration as a Service

KYVOS FREE
Full-Featured, Forever Free

Custom Deployment
KYVOS ENTERPRISE


